


Players MUST CHECK-IN at the Starter Tent at their assigned course 10 minutes prior to their tee
time. 
DO NOT go to Tee Pad #1 Groups will be sent to the tee from the starters tent
Electronic scoring is the primary method being used:

pdga.com/score
TCO23 is the code
confirm and submit your score within 30 minutes of finishing your round
paper scorecard are for BACK UP ONLY!
at least 2 players must keep digital score

Players are responsible to know their tee times. https://www.pdga.com/tour/event/64426
Arrive well ahead of time to ensure parking
DO NOT go to tee pad #1
Check -in with the Course Director at the Starter Area
All groups will have a quick Q & A with the Course Director at the Starter Tent. 
Any course information outside of the Caddy Book, will be relayed to the players at this time.
If a player is not present at the tee pad at the start of the round with their assigned group, the
player is considered absent and does not play the hole.
 The absent player receives a score of par + 4 for each hole not played. 

TEE ASSIGNMENTS

HAZARDS & OUT of BOUNDS
There are stakes lining fairways at both courses.  The front of the stake, facing into the fairway, is the
OB line. 
Pay attention to the colour of the tops of the stakes
YELLOW = HAZARD play it as it lies with a stroke penalty
RED = OUT OF BOUNDS standard OB rules apply

SAND TRAPS at Mac Island play as HAZARD
FENCE LINES - the front of the post, facing the fairway is the OB line
PAINTED WHITE LINES - play as out of bounds - the line itself is OB

MANDOS/MANDATORIES
Both course have Mandos & Restricted Areas. Please know the rules of play for both. 
https://www.pdga.com/news/pdga-official-rules-disc-golf-competition-manual-updated-2022
All of the  Mandos have a drop zone. 
NEVER unwind from a Mando! This is not allowed!

BARBED WIRE
2 meters relief is given from all barbed wire. 
There is a barbed wire fence that surrounds the Rose Hill & Copper Ridge property and it plays
as OUT OF BOUNDS. 





Welcome to the Rose Hill Disc Golf Course. Once one of Canada's longest and most
challenging courses, this OG would have some great stories to share if trees could talk!
Having hosted the likes of Paige Pierce, Eric McCabe, Avery Jenkins and so many more,
this course has not only tested the pros but made it through a pine beetle infestation
and continues to be morphed into a challenging, scenic, track.  Perched on a plateau
that once was the bottom of Kamloops Lake, the course plays host to the infamous
afternoon desert wind. This one element alone has chased away a lot of dreams of
Personal Best rounds. Now with added OB and strategically placed baskets, happy par
becomes a welcome score!

Keeping it in the fairway will be the advantage to those with even a big arm! Get off
the fairway and scrambling through sagebrush, pine trees and cactus becomes
mandatory! 

Be sure to steal a moment, when you can, to take in the views offered throughout the
course! It really is a special place tucked up in the hills above the sprawling valley
bottom. A very different experience than that of Mac Island!



Welcome to the Tournament Capital Open!
Hop onto the runway at hole 1 and proceed to

takeoff.
Hazard on the left and OB right.

Right side extends all the way around #2.
Fast green and a drop off behind the pin,

hopefully you're warmed up to score early!
 

Things are better when shared right?
Hole 2 is the same pad for all divisions with OB
long behind the basket.... and trust me you'll

thank us for letting you come back up the cliff
that's behind it if you go long.

This hole has an elevated structure that even
on calm days will test your putting skills!

 
 

You might get a sense that Rose Hill... has some
punishing hills. 

Clear the small ravine and find yourself in a
position to go for it, with caution. Steep gulley
behind the basket that can warm those legs up

early.



All Divisions play the Blue Pad
Don't get caught staring at the views for too

long here.
Get a picture of your birdie and get out!

A unforgiving slope is behind the basket on this
one, plan accordingly!

 

All Divisions play the Blue Pad
I hope for your sake you don't end up on the OB
road down to the left... but I've been there and I

feel for you if that happens.
Left side of the fairway is a long a large hill that

will show you how well a disc can roll.
 

Shorter hole but anything can happen at 
Rose Hill.

A nice dog leg Par 4.
A solid drive will setup a touch approach for a

birdie.  Big arms might even have a eagle look. 
 Find yourself off the green and you'll be testing

a bit of your scramble with trees surrounding
the basket.



All Divsions play the Blue Pad
A personal favourite!

OB road long (it's really long)
Gaps to hit, or fly right above it all.

A gentle slope downhill that starts around
halfway to the basket,

elevated basket and an interesting green. 
Hit your line and get rewarded!

A dealers choice, one pad wonder of a hole.
OB long and OB if you land in the tennis court.

Trees left of the basket and long. 
Shot is a slight left to right.

Show your disc knowledge off and make it look
easy.

Shared Pad for all divisions.

All Divisions play the Red Pad
Hazard, hazard everywhere.

OB tennis court, which will proceed you to a
dropzone off of the tee. Afterwards it is

standard OB rules. Hazard after the path
surrounding the basket.

Good news... C1 is safe, just have to get there!
Par 3 for Blue Layout

Par 4 for Reds
 
 



All Divisions Play the Blue Pad
Welcome to the back 9 at Rose, some wooded

holes and big shots ahead.
#10, OB road on the left, Triple Mando with the
standard red pad as the drop zone if its missed.

The Gates of Rosehalla, dine on a birdie here!

Well, hope you caught your breath from the
little hike because you're going 

uphill even more. 
OB left on the road and OB barbwire fence long.  

A few different ways to attack this one!

Sound the alarm (bamboo wrapped trees)!
Triple Mando with the drop zone being the am

pad. Downhill shot with a few trees to beat. 
 

Your initial release better be good otherwise its
going to be a tough par save, trust me when I

say that.
 



OB barbed wire fence long on this one.
Slight elevation gain and a choose your

adventure shot.  Choose the low gap or attack
the sky. 

Word of advice, speed control... guess that
words of advice but you get it.

Downhill shot, how your disc's flight finished
will determine your putt.  

Mine prefer to be under nearby trees.

A few routes to take never hurt anyone.
From big hyzers, hyzer flips and the odd flex

forehand.  Avoid the trees and shrubs!
OB fence long of the basket.

 
 



For those about to crush, we salute you. For
those playing it safe. Well played.

OB left hand side near the edge for the ravine,
OB behind the basket and OB on the right. Fast

green.  Place your shots accordingly!
 
 

If there was an opening for a big shot, this is it! 
 There's a big tree in the middle,

 pick your route.
Protected green with a nice pocket opening to

access it with your approach shot.
OB on the right hand side.

 

All Divisons Play the Alt Pad
Congratulations on making it through Rose Hill.

Hope plenty of birdies came your way.
Finishing on the alt pad is a 301ft downhill left

to right hole. OB is around the basket and
continues up the path.

Couple routes to take. End it with a birdie!
Tournament Sponsor:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


